


July 28, 1971 

Dear Harold and Bud: 

I am sending a copy of this letter to both of you, as I 
owe both of you letters and my time is so short these days. I 
am trying to get my "boss" out of town for the month of August 
so I'm very busy at the office, and we now have Buck home from 
the hospital and I stay busy at home... He seemed to make good 
progress the first couple of days at home but has been losing 
ground the last couple of days. I'm going to take him back to 
Memphis to the hospital next week if he doesn't get better in a 
hurry. I have talked to the doctors there a couple of times and 
they want me to fly him back immediately. Of course, he doesn't 
want to go! 

I have finally gotten a foot pedal and control for the 
little Sony recorder and hope to get the tapes transcribed this 
weekend. I'll send you both copies. I also intend to dub the 
tapes off. Harold, they are already on 90 minute cassettes... 
45 minutes to a side -- four sides... 180 minutes total time. 
I have listened to all four sides and we got almost all of the 
important things. I had to be so careful and I was so clumsy 
changing the tapes without her knowin:;_; she was "on tape", I was 
so afraid we had missed something important, but I think we got 
all of it. 

If,by any chance,we do get to drive up to Washington and 
Maryland during Augutt (if Buck should make a remarkable recovery) 
I'll bring the tapes and the transcription (if I haven't already 
sent the transcription) and you all ma copy them then. Otherwise, 
I'll borrow the equipment and make copis here. Buck has said 
that he would so much like to drive up %hrough Kentucky and Virginia 
one more time (he is very pessimistic --I'm sure he'll last another 
fifty years, but he is planning for his last rites), and if he is 
able at all, we shall take our time and drive up there for a few 
days next month. 

I hope Lil is completely recovered by now... Give her my 
love. Also, give Patty my love... 

I think Gary Shaw now has the four notebooks. He tried to 
call me from the airport the other night but I was at the drugstore. 
He tried to leave some message about the notebooks. 

Bud, if you think about it, send me another copy of the 
"Almanak" on the Garrison thing (the 11 x 14 red paper thing put out 
in Austin.) 
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